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Abstract

This paper uses linked survey responses and administrative hospital records to examine

the accuracy of self-reported medical diagnoses. The English Longitudinal Study of Ageing

(ELSA) collects self-reported information on the incidence of heart attacks, strokes and can-

cer in the past two years. We compare these reports with administrative hospital records

to examine whether respondents are recorded as having an inpatient admission with these

diagnoses during this period. We find self-reported medical diagnoses are subject to consid-

erable response error. More than half of respondents diagnosed in hospital with a condition

in the previous two years fail to report the condition when surveyed. Furthermore, one half

of those who self-report a cancer or heart attack diagnosis, and two-thirds of those who

self-report a stroke diagnosis, have no corresponding hospital record. A major driver of

this reporting error appears to be misunderstanding or being unaware of their diagnoses,

with false negative reporting rates falling significantly for heart attacks and strokes when

using only primary hospital diagnoses to define objective diagnoses. Reporting error is more

common among men, older respondents and those with lower cognitive function. Estimates

relying on these self-reported variables are therefore potentially subject to sizeable attenu-

ation biases. Our findings illustrate the importance of routine linkage between survey and

administrative data.
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1 Introduction

Many researchers in medical and social sciences make extensive use of self-reported health data

collected as part of surveys. However, there is concern that the accuracy of these measures may

vary substantially across different population groups, based on characteristics such as age, sex,

labour market status, education, income, cognitive function and institutional setting (Schrijvers

et al., 1994; Bergmann et al., 1998; Baker et al., 2004; Okura et al., 2004; Corser et al., 2008;

Johnston et al., 2009; Gupta & Jürges, 2012; Wolinksy et al., 2014; Wolinsky et al., 2015).

Systematic errors in self-reported health measures threaten to introduce a considerable degree

of measurement error into empirical analysis using such data, and pose particular challenges for

studies aiming to accurately control for differences in health across different population groups.

In this paper, we examine the extent to which self-reported major health events captured

by the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA) are validated by administrative health

records. ELSA contains detailed survey information on health conditions and a rich set of socioe-

conomic characteristics for a large, nationally representative sample of the English population

aged 50 years and above.1 For 80% of respondents, survey responses are linked to administra-

tive hospital records containing detailed information on inpatient and outpatient hospital use.

This enables us to compare self-reported medical events in the survey data with diagnoses in

administrative hospital records.

Under the assumption that the hospital records contain the correct diagnoses, we study

the accuracy of reporting for three major medical events: heart attacks, strokes and cancer.

ELSA respondents are asked if a doctor has diagnosed them with each of these conditions

in the previous two years. We focus on these cases as they are all serious medical diagnoses

that should, in the vast majority of cases, require hospital treatment, and that are subject to

national audit processes that give hospitals an incentive to record diagnoses accurately. As a

result, hospital records should provide a good, objective measure of the incidence of these health

events over the same period of time covered by the ELSA survey.

We use these data to sort responses into two categories. A ‘false negative’ is recorded

when a respondent is recorded with having a hospital admission for a particular condition but

does not report this diagnosis in the survey data. A ‘false positive’ is recorded if respondents

report a particular diagnosis but do not have an associated hospital admission. Such under- or

1Similar surveys include the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) in the US and the Survey of Health, Ageing
and Retirement in Europe (SHARE).
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over-reporting threatens to introduce a substantial degree of measurement error into empirical

analyses using self-reported health measures.

Across all respondents and all conditions, there is substantial disagreement between the

diagnoses recorded in the self-reported data and in the hospital records. Of the respondents

with a hospital admission for any of these three diagnoses in the previous two years, 63% did not

report having been diagnosed with the condition (or conditions) during the same period when

surveyed in ELSA (‘false negatives’). The rate of false negative reporting was largest for heart

attacks (67%), but was also substantial for cancer (59%) and stroke (54%). The false positive

rate (the share of those without a hospital admission who self-report having the condition) is

smaller across all conditions (1.0% for cancer and stroke, and 0.7% for heart attack). While

smaller, this rate of false positive reporting means that of those who self-report having been

diagnosed with cancer, 47% have no corresponding hospital record. The equivalent figures for

stroke and heart attack are 69% and 47%, respectively.

The non-concordance between survey data and hospital records has a number of potential

explanations, including patients misremembering or being unaware of the full extent of their past

treatment, confusion between different conditions, unwillingness to truthfully discuss potentially

sensitive health conditions with the interviewer, and inaccuracies in the hospital data. The final

two explanations are difficult to assess with the current data.2 To assess the importance of these

first two channels we consider three alternative definitions of false positive and false negative

reporting, in each case shutting off or reducing concerns about particular explanations.

First, our headline results use all hospital admissions where the patient was recorded with

cancer, stroke or heart attack as a diagnosis, even where it wasn’t the primary reason for

the patient’s admission. However, patients may be less likely to report conditions which are

recorded as secondary diagnoses, either because they do not associate these conditions with the

reason for attending hospital or because the doctor did not inform them of the diagnosis. We

therefore repeat our analysis considering only cancer, stroke or heart attack diagnoses which

were recorded as the main (primary) reason for admission.

When we carry out this exercise, rates of false negative reporting of cancer are broadly

unchanged. However, they fall substantially for strokes (from 54% to 38%) and heart attacks

(from 67% to 23%). This suggests that for heart attack and strokes, much of the inaccuracy

in reporting is due to patients either not being fully aware of their medical history (potentially

2The implications of such misreporting errors are discussed below.
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because they were not informed of this diagnosis by doctors at the time) or not placing as much

importance on these diagnoses.

Second, we show that patients who have had multiple hospital admissions for a given condi-

tion are more likely to report the condition in ELSA. Patients with only a single admission for

a particular condition may be less likely to report the relevant diagnosis, either because they

forget the event or because they find it less important. Nonetheless, even on this definition,

rates of false negative reporting do remain high: among patients who had four or more hospital

admissions for cancer in the previous two years, close to half fail to report a cancer diagnosis

when asked in ELSA. And importantly, while narrowing our analysis in this way (i.e. by using

only primary diagnosis codes or by looking only at those with multiple hospital admissions)

reduces the rate of false negative reporting, this comes at the cost of increasing the rate of false

positive reporting.

Finally, we explore whether misreporting is driven by patients confusing similar, but distinct,

medical conditions, or the timing of these events. To do so, we expand the definition of the

condition in the hospital records to include any visits where they received treatment under a

broadly related medical specialty: oncology (cancer), cardiology (heart attacks) and neurology

(strokes). This reduces the rate of false positive reporting, but only by a modest amount. This

suggests that this is not the main driving factor behind our results. Similarly, we find that

confusion over the precise timings of health events (e.g. mistakenly thinking that a heart attack

that occurred up to three years ago happened in the last two years) can explain only a small

portion of the reporting error that we document.

We then examine variation in the accuracy of these responses across different population

groups. Specifically, we study how the rates of false negatives and positives vary across age, sex,

couple status, educational attainment and cognition. We find that older, cognitively impaired

men are particularly prone to reporting error. The issue of cognition is of particular interest

for the older population, where age-related cognitive decline is a concern for the collection of

accurate survey data. After controlling for age, sex, educational attainment and couple status,

we find that those in the top half of the distribution of cognitive function (as measured by

orientation in time and retrospective memory score) are around 25% less likely to report a false

positive, and 18% less likely to report a false negative, than those in the bottom half.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to compare self-reported health measures

in ELSA with administrative hospital records, and represents the most comprehensive analysis of
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this type in a UK setting to date. An important contribution of this paper is therefore to extend

previous work comparing ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ measures of health to a representative

sample of the older population in England and a widely used longitudinal survey. We also

build on previous studies examining the individual characteristics associated with accurate self-

reporting, showing in particular the importance of cognitive function (Schrijvers et al., 1994;

Bergmann et al., 1998; Baker et al., 2004; Okura et al., 2004; Corser et al., 2008; Johnston et

al., 2009; Gupta & Jürges, 2012; Wolinksy et al., 2014; Wolinsky et al., 2015).

The main conclusion of the analysis is that self-reported medical histories are potentially

subject to a considerable degree of response error. Strokes and heart attacks do not appear to

be well understood by patients when they are not the primary reason for the patient’s admission

to hospital, and there is some evidence that they are confused with related but distinct medical

ailments. Rates of false negative reporting for cancer, especially, are worryingly and persistently

high.

This builds a strong case for routine linkages between survey and administrative data to im-

prove the accuracy and coverage of individual medical histories. This is particularly important

for the groups (such as older, cognitively impaired men) that are most prone to misreport-

ing. This would allow researchers to validate their survey responses, build a fuller picture of

respondents’ health, and facilitate important future research.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 sets out the existing related literature.

Section 3 describes the data used and briefly summarises the institutional background of hospital

care in England. Section 4 sets out the main results. Section 5 examines how the results vary

across respondent characteristics. Section 6 concludes.

2 Related literature

Previous research has examined concordance between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ health

measures in other settings. The study most similar to ours is Baker et al. (2004) who compare

linked survey and administrative data collected during the late 1990s in Ontario, Canada.

They conclude that self-reported measures for 13 separate ailments are subject to considerable

reporting error. The probability of false positive reporting is found to be significantly lower

among individuals in work, which the authors interpret as being consistent with unemployed

respondents seeking to justify their absence from the labour market.
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Gupta & Jürges (2012) use linked survey and register data in Denmark to explore a related

hypothesis: that individuals in the labour market deny or seek to ‘play down’ health problems

due to fears that employers will judge illness to be a signal of low productivity. They find

widespread false negative reporting (under-reporting) of chronic health conditions, with higher

rates among individuals in the labour market than individuals outside.

Age and cognitive function have been shown to matter for the accuracy of self-reports.

Wolinsky et al. (2014) examine the degree of concordance between self-reports in the Survey on

Assets and Health Dynamics among the Oldest Old (AHEAD) and Medicare claims in the US.

They find evidence of both over-reporting (false positives) and under-reporting (false negatives)

across multiple conditions, and show that reporting accuracy decreased with age. Wolinsky et

al. (2015) also exploit linked AHEAD survey and Medicare claims data. They show that better

mental status was associated with more concordant reporting and lower rates of under-reporting

(false negatives).

Other characteristics have also been shown to be associated with reporting accuracy, though

typically this has been done using smaller samples that are not necessarily representative of the

wider population. Okura et al. (2004) examined the agreement between self-reported disease

history and medical records in Minnesota, USA. They found substantial false negative (under)

reporting, but a greater degree of agreement between data sources for diseases with acute

onset (such as stroke and heart attack). Self-reporting was more accurate amongst young,

female, and better-educated respondents. This is consistent with Schrijvers et al. (1994) who

found that rates of false negative reporting for cancer in the Netherlands were lower among

the same groups (young, female and better educated survey participants). Corser et al. (2008)

found a lesser degree of concordance between survey responses and medical records for older

individuals and those with higher depressive symptom levels. Bergmann et al. (1998) found

higher levels of education to be associated with more accurate self-reporting, but no relationship

with age or gender. Johnston et al. (2009) compare subjective and objective measures of

hypertension in England. Rates of false negative reporting (self-reporting that they do not have

hypertension, but being measured by a trained nurse as having hypertension) decreased with

household income.
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3 Data and definitions

Our analysis is based on a dataset that combines seven waves (2004-05 to 2016-17) of the English

Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA) with the census of public hospital records in England, the

Hospital Episode Statistics (HES). This provides a rich set of survey data, including self-reported

health events, which can be compared with medical diagnoses recorded in administrative hospital

records. We briefly describe each of these datasets and the linked sample used for analysis below.

3.1 English Longitudinal Study of Ageing

ELSA is a panel survey of a representative sample of the English household population aged

50 and above.3 The survey is administered every two years, and follows the same individuals

over time. Respondents are interviewed on a range of core topics including demographic and

economic characteristics, their health and wellbeing, and household and family structure. We

use seven waves of the survey, collected between 2004-05 and 2016-17 (waves 2 - 8).4

All participants have a face-to-face interview, which consists of a computer-assisted inter-

view with a trained interviewer and a self-completed questionnaire (which may or may not be

completed during the interview). Each survey wave collected information on whether respon-

dents had been told by a doctor in the previous two years that they had a number of different

conditions.5 This includes heart attack (including myocardial infarction or coronary throm-

bosis), stroke (cerebral vascular disease), and cancer or a malignant tumour (excluding minor

skin cancers). In total, ELSA asks about 19 health conditions. We do not study the remaining

conditions for four reasons. First, these conditions can be difficult to map directly into ICD-10

codes contained in hospital records (e.g. lung disease). Second, these conditions may not always

require hospital treatment or could be diagnosed in a primary care setting (e.g. diabetes). As a

result, these patients may not appear in hospital records. Third, a sizeable share of those with

some conditions, like hypertension, may not even be aware of that fact (Johnston et al., 2009).

This is considerably less likely to be the case for conditions like stroke and heart attacks, which

tend to involve an abrupt onset associated with pain and/or a loss of function. Finally, for the

3The initial sampling frame excluded people living in institutions, such as nursing homes. Subsequent survey
waves followed patients into these institutions but they remain under-represented in the data. We exclude all
institutional responses from our analysis.

4Survey collections took place in 2002-03, 2004-05, 2006-07, 2008-09, 2010-11, 2012-13, 2014-15 and 2016-17.
5Data in the first wave collected information on lifetime incidence of each condition. However, we cannot be

sure when this diagnosis took place and therefore cannot compare with hospital records over a limited period of
time. As a result, we use data from the second wave onwards.
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three conditions on which we focus, hospital records are subject to national audit processes that

provide hospitals with clear incentives to record patient diagnoses accurately.6 Consequently,

hospital records for cancer, stroke and heart attack should provide a good, objective measure

of the incidence of these health events for our period of interest. This does not, however, neces-

sarily mean that patients are fully aware of the contents of those records, and in particular may

be unaware of secondary diagnoses assigned but never disclosed to the patient by the doctor.

Respondents were also directly asked whether they had received any treatment for cancer

during the previous two years. We use these data to create a binary indicator for each condition

that takes the value of one if respondents report that a doctor diagnosed them with the condition

in the past two years, and zero otherwise. We also create an indicator of whether the person

reports ever having been diagnosed with the condition, and of whether they report receiving

cancer treatment over this period.

ELSA collects information on a rich set of demographic and economic characteristics. In

Section 5, we examine whether the accuracy of reported answers varies across people with

different characteristics. In particular, we examine how answers vary across sex, age, educational

attainment, and cognitive function.

We transform individual educational attainment into a three point scale: ‘low’ (no for-

mal qualifications), ‘mid’ (NVQ1/NVQ2/NVQ3, O level, A level or equivalent) and ‘high’

(NVQ4/NVQ5, higher education below degree, or degree equivalent). We also create a dummy

variable equal to one if the individual is highly educated.

Respondents are also asked to carry out a number of verbal and physical assessments to

assess their mental and physical health, and their cognitive ability. We use these assessments

to construct a ‘cognitive score’ for each individual. This score has two components. First,

each respondent is asked to identify the day of the month, the month, the year, and the day

of week. This gives each respondent a score out of 4 for their orientation in time. The survey

also includes a word recall test, and a delayed recall test, both of which are scored out of 10,

giving a total score out of 20 for retrospective memory. We combine these measures to give a

combined ‘cognitive score’ out of 24, and split the sample into ‘high cognition’ (above average)

and ‘low cognition’ (below average).

6These are the Sentinel Stroke National Audit Programme (SSNAP, https://www.strokeaudit.org/),
the Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP, https://www.nicor.org.uk/national-cardiac-audit-
programme/myocardial-ischaemia-minap-heart-attack-audit/) and the National Cancer Registration and Analy-
sis Service (NCRAS, https://www.cancerdata.nhs.uk/).
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3.2 Hospital Episode Statistics

HES contains the census of visits to publicly funded hospitals in England.7 These records

include all inpatient (admitted) care between April 1997 and January 2018. This provides at

least 7 years of hospital records for all respondents before each interview.8 Inpatient records

include admission and discharge dates, the specialty of the consultant assigned to each patient,

and up to 20 detailed diagnoses codes. Diagnoses are recorded as ICD-10 codes, and include

the primary reason for admission and up to 19 secondary diagnoses.

HES also contains information on all outpatient (non-admitted) treatment provided to NHS

patients between April 2003 and January 2018. This captures all outpatient appointments with

NHS consultants during this period, and includes information on the date of this appointment

and the specialty of the consultant. However, exact diagnosis data are not available.

Combined, these data capture the vast majority of hospital activity in England. There is no

private market for emergency hospital care. As a result, essentially all acute hospital treatment

for urgent conditions - such as heart attacks and stroke - should be observed in the data. There

is a small private market for elective care, which can include some cancer treatment that is

privately financed. However, few people - particularly in the older age group that we study -

have private medical insurance.9 The number of self-payers is also small. As a result, the data

should give us a high quality overview of hospital use among people with our three conditions

of interest.

Throughout our analysis, we use diagnoses recorded in the hospital records as an objective

measure of health conditions. In practice, some diagnoses in these data may be incorrect. This

could be either due to errors in the data inputting process, or because hospitals purposefully

enter more, or more severe, diagnoses to receive additional compensation.10 These records

also only contain diagnoses for patients who sought treatment in an NHS hospital in England.

Patients who did not receive treatment, or treatment received abroad or in private hospitals,

would therefore not be included in the data, and may lead to under-reporting of some conditions.

7This includes care in public hospitals, and publicly funded care in private hospitals.
8The first ELSA interviews in our sample took place in June 2004.
913.1% of our sample, and 9.8% of those aged 65 and above, are covered by private health insurance.

10NHS hospitals in England receive nationally set payments from the government for providing specific treat-
ments to patients. These payments are set to cover the average cost for specific treatments or procedures.
Payments also vary in some instances when patients are more complex (e.g. have certain secondary diagnoses)
and therefore cost more to treat on average. Evidence from the US suggests that these financial incentives have
led hospitals to enter more, and more severe, secondary diagnoses in order to attract additional compensation,
in a process known as ‘upcoding’ (Geruso and Layton (2020); Cook and Averett (2020)). The extent to which
this may occur in NHS hospitals is uncertain.
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We discuss below how this would affect potential misreporting rates.

3.3 Constructing the linked sample

To examine the medical diagnoses of patients recorded in hospital records, we link the survey

responses of all consenting ELSA respondents to their official hospital records contained in

HES using a pseudonymised unique identifier for each respondent. 80% of ELSA respondents

(comprising 85% of observations across the seven waves in our sample) provided consent for

their hospital records to be linked to their survey responses. This provides a sample of 11,218

people across 49,459 interviews.

We use the date of each survey interview to keep all hospital records (both inpatient and

outpatient) that took place in the 730 days (2 years) prior to the interview. We initially use only

the diagnosis information from the inpatient records to create indicators of whether a person has

an admission over this period where they have a diagnosis of a heart attack, stroke or cancer.

We map each of these conditions to a set of ICD-10 codes. Appendix Table A1 shows which

codes are assigned to each condition. We create two main indicators for each condition: the first

takes the value of one if a relevant code is recorded in any of the primary or secondary diagnosis

categories, and zero otherwise. The second repeats this process but uses only the primary

diagnosis code. This addresses concerns that patients may only be aware of their primary

reason for the hospital visit and may be unaware of (or fail to recall) secondary diagnoses

recorded by the doctor. We also create count variables to track the number of admissions each

respondent experiences where the relevant condition is recorded.

As a further examination of the underlying factors that may explain any misreporting, we

also create two further indicators of having been in hospital with a heart attack, stroke or cancer.

These measures are intended to capture a broader set of hospital diagnoses that patients may

falsely identify as a heart attack, stroke or cancer diagnosis.

First, using inpatient hospital records, we assign an indicator a value of one if the patient

has the relevant code recorded as any of the primary or secondary diagnoses or if the patient

is recorded as an inpatient under the care of a consultant of the relevant specialty (as shown

in Appendix Table A1). Second, using both inpatient and outpatient records, we construct

an indicator equal to one if the patient has a relevant diagnosis code as an inpatient, or is

recorded as either an inpatient or outpatient under the care of a consultant of the relevant

specialty. Including outpatient visits is likely to be particularly important for cancer diagnoses,
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where treatment (such as chemotherapy) often take place in an outpatient setting. We can only

construct this final measure for survey wave 3 and onwards, as we require two years of hospital

records prior to the interview.11

In both cases, by using a broader definition based on consultant specialty, we may capture a

wider set of related conditions that patients may mistakenly attribute as the specific diagnoses

that they are asked about in the ELSA interview. However, we will also capture some patients

who received treatment for a different condition to those we focus on here (e.g. patients who

saw a neurologist for a condition other than a stroke).

3.4 Definitions

Our main analysis focuses on the incidence of two types of reporting inaccuracies.

First, we define a ‘false negative’ as having occurred when the individual does not report

having been diagnosed with a condition in ELSA, but is recorded as having had a hospital visit

with the relevant diagnosis.

Second, a ‘false positive’ occurs when an individual reports having been been diagnosed with

a particular condition, but does not have any hospital visits corresponding to the condition in

question.

The incidence of each is defined as follows:

False negatives: Pr(SelfReport = 0 | HospRecords = 1)

False positives: Pr(SelfReport = 1 | HospRecords = 0)

(1)

We therefore calculate the false negative rate as the proportion of individuals with a hospital

record indicating the presence of condition who do not report the condition in ELSA. The false

positive rate is calculated as the proportion of individuals without a hospital record who do

report having the condition. In our baseline analysis, we define SelfReport=1 if the individual

reports in ELSA the onset of the condition in the past two years, and HospRecords=1 if

the individual is recorded in HES with an inpatient spell in the last two years, with either a

primary or secondary diagnosis recorded as the relevant condition. We then employ alternative

11Outpatient records are available from April 2003, but the first interviews in wave 2 of ELSA took place in
June 2004.
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definitions to test the underlying factors that may explain these results.

4 Comparing self-reported health events with administrative

diagnoses

We start in Section 4.1 by outlining our results using our baseline definition. We then employ

various definitions to explore the importance of potential channels through which false negatives

and false positives could arise in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.1 Main analysis

The first three columns of Table 1 show the results of our baseline analysis. Column 1 shows

the mean incidence of each condition in our sample, based on both primary and secondary

diagnosis codes in hospital records. This varies by condition: 2.7% had a hospital admission

with a (primary or secondary) cancer diagnosis in the previous two years, versus 0.9% for a

stroke and 2.2% for a heart attack. Columns 2 and 3 show how self-reported (subjective)

health events compare to (objective) administrative hospital records. 59% of of those who were

diagnosed with cancer in hospital in the past two years fail to report having cancer when asked

in ELSA (false negatives). The equivalent figures for strokes and heart attacks are 54% and

67%, respectively. Of those who have no hospital diagnosis of cancer in the past two years,

around 1% self-report having cancer (false positives). The rates of false positives for stroke and

heart attacks are similar in magnitude (1% and 0.7%, respectively). To put the incidence of

false positives another way: of the 988 people who report a new diagnosis of cancer in the past

two years, almost half (460, or 47%) do not show up in hospital inpatient records with a cancer

diagnosis in that period.

These results suggest that there is substantial disagreement between self-reported diagnoses

and the diagnoses recorded in the administrative health records. This could occur for a number

of reasons. We therefore explore alternative definitions of false negatives and false positives to

provide evidence on why misreporting might occur.

4.2 False negatives

A false negative arises when an individual is recorded in hospital with a condition (HospRecords=1)

but does not report having it (SelfReport=0). This could happen for a number of reasons.
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Individuals may struggle to remember and accurately report their medical history, particularly

for one-off (and therefore perhaps less salient) health events. They may be unaware of the

precise reasons for the treatment received in hospital (potentially confusing this with another

diagnosis), particularly where this was not the main reason for their admission. This is espe-

cially likely to be the case in our sample, composed entirely of individuals aged 50 and above,

for some of whom age-related cognitive decline will be a concern (an issue to which we return

in section 5).

To examine this further, we use alternative definitions of false negative reporting. Our initial

results used both primary and secondary hospital diagnoses. That is, we assign a respondent

a value of HospRecords=1 if they are admitted to hospital with the condition in question at

any point in the previous two years, even where that condition was not the primary reason for

their admission. However, we might expect patients to be aware only of the main (primary)

reason for their admission, and not to always be aware of the full extent of their ailments upon

hospitalisation. For example, an individual could fall after a minor stroke, but remember the

subsequent hospital admission as being only for the (more salient) fractured wrist caused by the

fall, and not the stroke. In some cases the individual may not even be aware that a stroke was

recorded as a secondary diagnosis by their hospital doctor. If the individual then failed to report

having had a stroke when asked in ELSA, they would technically still be misreporting their

medical history (as they have in fact had a stroke), but we might interpret that misreporting

differently.

To examine whether this misunderstanding is driving the false negative reporting we there-

fore repeat the exercise using only the primary diagnosis recorded in the hospital records.12

The results of this exercise are shown in columns 4-6 of Table 1. The mean incidence of each

condition (shown in column 4) falls relative to our baseline analysis: from 2.7% to 2.4% for

cancer, 0.9% to 0.6% for stroke and 2.2% to 0.6% for heart attack. This indicates that heart

attacks in particular are frequently a secondary, rather than primary, diagnosis.

For cancer, the rate of false negative reporting (shown in column 5) is broadly unchanged

relative to our baseline results (57% versus 59%). For strokes and heart attacks, however, using

only primary diagnosis codes has a considerable effect. The rate of false negative reporting for

strokes falls to 38% (from 54% when all diagnosis codes are used), and the rate for heart attacks

12Using primary diagnoses might also reduce concerns about the manipulation of diagnoses due to financial
incentives (‘up-coding’) as these would be likely confined only to secondary diagnosis codes that are less well
recorded and monitored.
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falls to 23% (from 67%). This would suggest that when stroke or heart attack is recorded as

a secondary diagnosis, patients are seemingly less aware (because they aren’t told, or because

only the primary diagnosis is salient), and that this plays an important role in under-reporting

these specific conditions.

It is important to note that while narrowing our analysis to focus only on primary diagnoses

reduces the rate of false negative reporting, this is traded off with an increase in the rate of false

positive reporting for all three conditions. This is because some individuals are admitted to

hospital with cancer, stroke or heart attack as only a secondary diagnosis, and then (correctly)

report having been diagnosed when asked in ELSA. Such individuals are treated here as having

reported a false positive, because they lack a relevant primary hospital diagnosis. Conversely,

employing a broader mapping algorithm could bring down rates of false positive reporting, but

at the cost of increased rates of false negative reporting (something we return to in Section 4.3).

If patient misunderstanding of their condition is important, we might also expect more

accurate reporting when looking only at patients who make multiple hospital visits for the

same reason. We explore this question in Table 2. Columns 1 to 3 show our baseline results

(using primary and secondary diagnoses), as a point of comparison. In columns 4 and 5, we

assign HospRecords=1 only if the individual had at least two inpatient admissions in the two

years prior to interview, with a primary or secondary diagnosis recorded as the condition in

question. In columns 6 and 7 we require a minimum of three admissions, and a minimum of

four admissions in columns 8 and 9.

For cancer, the pattern is one of reduced rates of false negative reporting among those using

hospitals more intensively. Rates of false negative reporting fall from 59% in our baseline results

(requiring a minimum of one hospital admission) to 47% in column 8 (where we look only at

those who were admitted at least four times). This means, however, that even among those

who had 4 or more hospital admissions for cancer in the two previous years, close to half fail to

report having been diagnosed in that time.13

For stroke, rates of false negative reporting do not appear to change with intensity of use. For

heart attack, rates fall when we limit our analysis to those with a greater number of admissions,

but remain in excess of 60%. In other words, of those individuals who had a minimum of four

hospital admissions with heart attack recorded as a diagnosis code, more than 6 in 10 fail to

13This result also reduces concerns that false negative rates are driven by unintentional errors in the recording
of hospital diagnoses, as we wouldn’t expect someone with an incorrect preliminary cancer diagnosis to have the
same incorrect diagnosis recorded in four separate hospital spells.
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report having been diagnosed by a doctor with a heart attack in the previous two years.

In Table 3 we repeat this analysis for patients with more than one hospital admission with

the condition in question recorded as the primary diagnosis. Columns 1 to 3 again show the

results when we only require a minimum of one admission with a relevant primary diagnosis (as

in columns 4-6 of Table 1). In columns 4 and 5, for HospRecords=1 we require at least two

hospital admissions with a primary diagnosis code for the condition in question. For all three

conditions, the rate of false negatives falls, to around one-half, one-third and one-fifth for cancer,

stroke and heart attack, respectively. Again, this reduction comes at the cost of a substantial

increase in the rate of false positive reporting relative to our baseline results: from 1.0% to

1.6% for cancer, 1.0% to 1.4% for stroke, and 0.7% to 1.3% for heart attacks. Nonetheless,

these results are consistent with less under-reporting of specific conditions when treatment for

these conditions was more salient.

Finally, we consider an alternative definition that addresses concerns over the timing of

diagnoses. For strokes and heart attacks, which are typically characterised by an acute and

clearly defined health event, we might worry that individuals will misremember exactly when

a diagnosis occurred. In addition, for chronic conditions (such as cancer) where recurrent

diagnoses are possible, the onset and diagnoses of the illness may have been more than two

years ago but treatment may be ongoing. In such a case, the respondent would not report

having had a new diagnoses in the last two years but would be recorded receiving hospital

treatment for this diagnosis. They would be classified as reporting a false negative as a result.

To address this, in columns 6 and 7 of Table 3 we assign SelfReport=1 to all individuals

who report ever having been diagnosed with the condition. The results show that the rates of

false negative reporting for each condition is considerably lower than in our baseline analysis:

false negative reporting falls to 31.4% for cancer, to 23.4% for heart attacks, and to 33.9% for

strokes. This suggests that confusion over the timing is likely to be a factor in explaining why

patients under-report these conditions.14

In addition to being asked whether they have been diagnosed in the past two years, re-

spondents in ELSA are asked if they have received treatment for cancer in the past two years.

Using this as our measure of self-reporting partly addresses concerns over timing, for as long

as the patient records having received treatment in the past two years, the precise timing of

14The false positive rates are considerably higher when using this definition as we would expect given that
respondents who (correctly) identify past diagnoses will not have a corresponding hospital admission during the
same period.
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the diagnosis does not matter. Column 8 of Table 3 shows that of those recorded in hospital

as a cancer patient, 48% report that they have not had cancer treatment in the past two years.

Clearly, important differences between the subjective and objective measures remain.

Taken together, these results suggest that limited awareness or recall of all relevant diagnoses,

and confusion of the precise timing of conditions, are likely to be important factors in explaining

the high rate of false negative reporting. In particular, the differences in these rates for heart

attacks and stroke when using only primary hospital diagnoses is striking. However, even after

these adjustments, relatively large differences remain in the incidence of these health events as

recorded by the survey and administrative data.

4.3 False positives

We now turn to potential drivers of false positives. A false positive is recorded if the

individual has no relevant hospital admission (HospRecords=0) but self-reports having been

diagnosed with the ailment in question (SelfReport=1).

This could arise for a number of reasons, including confusion between precise diagnoses,

receiving hospital treatment outside of an NHS inpatient setting, and misremembering the

exact timing of a health event. In Table 4, we employ a number of definitions to explore the

importance of some of these. Columns 1 to 3 report our headline results, as in columns 1 to 3

of Table 1. This serves as a comparison point for our other measures.

One reason why a false positive may occur is that individuals do not fully understand their

medical history and misreport a similar (but distinct) ailment as being cancer, a heart attack

or stroke.15 In columns 4 and 5 of Table 4, we use a broader mapping of hospital records

to conditions, by defining HospRecords=1 if the patient has a relevant diagnosis code or is

admitted under the care of a consultant of the relevant medical specialty. This means, for

example, that someone who self-reports having had a heart attack, and is recorded as having

seen a cardiologist (with a non-heart attack diagnosis code), is no longer recorded as a false

positive (as they have both SelfReport=1 and HospRecords=1). This should reduce the

number of false positives due to differences in the knowledge that patients have over their exact

diagnosis.16 If this was driving our results, we would expect to see a sharp reduction in the

15Bergmann et al. (1998) find evidence of patients self-reporting a stroke diagnosis that in fact reflected a
diagnosis of other conditions of anatomic proximity.

16This could additionally address two other explanations for a high rate of false positives. First, our mapping
of diagnosis codes may be too narrow and we may not capture all of the respondents who have suffered a specific
condition. Second, hospitals may on occasion mis-record precise diagnoses. Implicitly expanding the diagnoses
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rate of false positives under this new definition. However, the results in column 5 show that the

reduction in the incidence of false positives for cancer and stroke is very small. This reduction

is larger for heart attacks (from 0.7% to 0.5%).

This suggests that patient misunderstanding of diagnoses does not explain the majority of

misreporting. In addition, employing this broader definition also comes with a trade-off: column

4 shows that the incidence of false negatives remains broadly unchanged for cancer, but rises

for stroke and heart attack, relative to our baseline definition.

An alternative reason for a high false positive rate is that patients do not receive inpatient

treatment in an NHS hospital in England for the specific condition. This is unlikely to be a

major concern for heart attacks or stroke, where due to the nature of the illness an emergency

admission is typically required quickly. However, it may be more applicable to cancer, where

outpatient treatment is common. To address this, in columns 6 and 7 of Table 4 we further

widen our mapping of hospital records to conditions, using outpatient as well as inpatient

records. Outpatient records do not contain detailed information on diagnoses, so we again

make use of the consultant’s specialty. An individual is now recorded with HospRecords=1 if

they have an inpatient admission with a relevant diagnosis code, or if they are recorded under

the care of a relevant consultant as either an inpatient or outpatient. If many false positives

were because patients received only outpatient care, we would expect a marked decrease in the

rate of false positives relative to the results in column 5. Column 7 shows that the incidence of

false positive reporting of cancer falls by a moderate amount (from 1% to 0.7%), falls slightly

for strokes (from 1% to 0.9%), and remains unchanged for heart attacks (at around 0.5%). The

rate remains positive and of a considerable magnitude in each case. These sources of error

therefore explain some, but by no means all, of our results. Again, using a broader mapping

comes at the cost of marked increase in the number of false negatives (as shown column 6).

Another potential reason for false positive reporting is patients misremembering the pre-

cise timing of their health event. For example, when asked, a person who was admitted to

hospital with a heart attack 25 months ago may mistakenly (but understandably) respond in

the affirmative when asked if they have had a heart attack in the past two years. Using our

baseline definition would result in the recording of a false positive. To address this, in columns

8 and 9, we use hospital records from the three years prior to interview, rather than two. In-

dividuals such as those in the example above would no longer be recorded as false positives.

used in our definitions by using specialty code would reduce both concerns.
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Using this definition reduces the rate of false positives for all three conditions relative to our

baseline results, but only by a very modest amount, indicating that some patients do indeed

misremember the dates of health events, but that this channel is not the driving factor behind

our false positive results.

5 How does reporting vary across respondent characteristics?

All of our results so far have been for our entire sample. We now consider how the likelihood

of false negative or false positive varies across individuals to gain a better sense of the charac-

teristics associated with non-concordance between subjective and objective measures of health

events. Of particular interest is individuals’ cognitive function. Our previous results suggested

that one key explanation for the lack of concordance between objective and subjective measures

of health events is that patients either do not fully understand or remember their diagnoses.

Age-related cognitive decline is one reason why this might occur.

We first consider false negatives, estimating a logistic regression with the reporting of a

false negative as the dependent variable.17 The results are shown in Table 5. In the first two

columns we look at the probability of reporting a false negative for any of the three conditions.

Column 1 includes only a dummy for having high cognitive function.18 The odds ratio of 0.68

indicates that individuals with high cognitive function are around a third less likely to report

a false negative as those with low cognitive function. In column 2, we also include age-band19,

sex, couple status and education level as control variables. The results indicate that false nega-

tive reporting is considerably less prevalent among women than men. Although the results are

not statistically significant, the results indicate that rates of false negative reporting are higher

among older individuals, particularly those aged 80 and above. There are no statistically sig-

nificant differences across education or couple status. The coefficient on high cognition remains

statistically significant at the 5% level and indicates that even after controlling for these other

characteristics, those with high cognitive function are close to 20% less likely to report a false

negative (odds ratio of 0.82).

In columns 3 to 8, we examine how these results vary across our three conditions of interest.

17Note that the sample here is those who are observed in hospital records with a relevant diagnosis code.
Those who report the condition in ELSA have FN=0, and those who fail to report have FN=1.

18As noted in Section 3.1, an individual is defined as having high cognitive function if their combined score
for orientation in time, word recall and delayed recall is in the top half of the distribution.

19We assign respondents to eight age-bands: 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79, 80-85 and 85+.
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Women are roughly half as likely to report a false negative for cancer (odds ratio of 0.55), but

there are no significant differences between men and women on the other conditions. After

controlling for other individual characteristics, individuals with high cognitive function are

around 25% less likely to report a false negative for cancer. The odds ratio for stroke is less

than 1 (0.82) but not statistically significant; for heart attack it is close to and not statistically

distinguishable from 1. This suggests that lower cognitive function is an important driver of

the under-reporting of cancer diagnoses, but that false negative reporting of strokes and heart

attacks is driven by other factors.

In Table 6 we repeat the analysis for false positives. Here, the sample is much larger,

consisting of all individuals who were not observed with a relevant hospital admission.20 Those

who subsequently reported the condition in ELSA have a value of FP=1. The results are

broadly similar. The first column indicates that those with high cognition are around half as

likely to report a false positive for any condition (odds ratio of 0.53). After controlling for other

individual characteristics, such individuals are 25% less likely (odds ratio of 0.75). This points

to difficulty understanding the precise nature of ailments among the cognitively impaired as a

possible driver of false positive reporting. The results indicate that older individuals are more

likely to report a false positive. Compared to a respondent aged 50-54, those aged 80-84 and

85+ are 3.5 and 3.2 times more likely to report a false positive, respectively. Men are more

likely to report a false positive than women. Together with the results above, this shows that

older men are more likely to both over-report and under-report the ‘true’ extent of their medical

problems.

Columns 3 to 8 then repeat the analysis separately for cancer, stroke and heart attack. After

controlling for other individual characteristics, the odds ratio on cognitive function is lower than

1 for all three conditions (indicating that high cognition individuals are less likely to report a

false positive), but statistically significant only for stroke. This suggests that stroke diagnoses

are perhaps less salient or more difficult to understand, and thus are more likely to be forgotten

by those with impaired retrospective memory and cognitive function. Older individuals are

more likely to report a false positive for all three conditions, with the age gradient particularly

marked for strokes: those aged 80 and above are more than 6 times more likely to falsely report

a stroke diagnosis than those aged 50-64. Men are more likely than women to report a false

20The previous analysis (of false negatives) is limited to those with a relevant hospital admission and this
makes sample sizes relatively small.
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positive for cancer and heart attack, but not for stroke. Notably, women are 60% less likely to

report a false positive for heart attacks (odds ratio of 0.40). Highly educated individuals and

those in a couple are less likely to do so (with odds ratios of 0.77 and 0.69 respectively), but

our results indicate no statistically significant differences across education or couple status for

cancer and stroke.

Overall, our analysis strongly suggests that older individuals, men, and those with lower

cognitive ability are more likely to misreport (in terms of both false negatives and false positives).

Subjective and objective measures of health events are less concordant for these individuals as

a result. The pattern across conditions is more complex: low cognitive ability and being male

are strongly associated with false negative reporting of cancer diagnoses, but not of strokes or

heart attacks. When it comes to over-reporting, those with low cognitive ability are twice as

likely to report a false positive for a stroke, but no statistically significant differences exist for

cancer and heart attacks. Being highly educated and in a couple is associated with lower rates

of false positive reporting for heart attacks (but not the other two conditions). This suggests

that the way in which individuals understand, remember and report their medical history varies

considerably across different conditions.

6 Conclusion

Self-reported health measures recorded in survey data are frequently used by researchers. This

includes specific questions about an individual’s disease history. In this paper, we examine

the extent to which self-reported measures of major health events in the English Longitudinal

Study of Ageing align with administrative hospital records. Under the assumption that hospital

records represent an ‘objective’ and accurate record of such health events, we assess the accuracy

of the self-reported (‘subjective’) diagnoses of cancer, strokes and heart attacks in ELSA. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to do so, and represents the most comprehensive

analysis of this type in a UK setting to date.

We find a substantial degree of disagreement between the diagnoses recorded in self-reported

data and administrative hospital records. Of those admitted to hospital with a diagnosis of

cancer, stroke or heart attack, more than half fail to report having been diagnosed with the

condition in the survey data (false negatives). Of those who are not recorded as having had a

relevant hospital admission, between 0.7% (for heart attacks) and 1.0% (for cancer and strokes)
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of individuals report having been diagnosed (false positives). This means that close to half of

those who self-report having been diagnosed with cancer, for example, have no corresponding

hospital record. These results are similar in magnitude to those found in other studies for other

settings, most notably by Baker et al. (2004) using data collected in Ontario, Canada in the

late 1990s, and suggests that such reporting errors in medical diagnoses are a common issue

across survey datasets.

We employ a number of alternative definitions to assess the importance of various potential

explanations for both false negative and false positive reporting. We find that respondents

are considerably less likely to fail to report a stroke or heart attack when they have had a

hospitalisation for which stroke or heart attack was the main (primary) reason for admission.

This indicates that for these two conditions, much of the inaccuracy in self-reported data stems

from either patients not being fully aware of their medical history (perhaps because they were

not informed of the full extent of their diagnoses by doctors at the time), or patients placing

less importance on secondary (non-primary) diagnoses. Researchers looking specifically at these

conditions should therefore be aware that self-reported measures may only capture major strokes

and heart attacks. We also find some evidence that patients confuse strokes and heart attacks

with similar, but distinct, conditions, and some evidence of confusion over the precise timings of

health events. Both of these channels play only a minor role in explaining our results, however.

For cancer, rates of false negative reporting are worryingly and persistently high. Of those

observed in hospital with a cancer diagnosis in the previous two years, 59% fail to report a

diagnosis in that time when surveyed in ELSA, and 48% report that they have not had cancer

treatment over that period. Whereas strokes and heart attacks are acute conditions typically

characterised with an abrupt onset, cancer is more chronic in nature and recurrent diagnoses are

possible. We show that expanding our analysis to those who report ever having been diagnosed

with cancer (as opposed to those who report having diagnosed in the past two years) reduces

rates of false negative reporting, but that there remains substantial non-concordance between

self-reported measures and administrative hospital records.

Some groups are more subject to errors in self-reporting than others. In line with previous

work, we show that older, cognitively impaired men are more prone to both under-reporting

and over-reporting. We find low cognitive ability to be associated with greater likelihood of

under-reporting cancer, and over-reporting stroke diagnoses, in particular. The very oldest

individuals are particularly prone to false positive reporting.
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The disagreement between self-reported health measures and hospital records is likely to

be important for studies that use these variables to control for individual health, or are used

as ‘shocks’ to study impacts on other outcomes: for example, declines in health based on

these measurements may also reflect broader changes in health or cognitive decline that affect

patterns of self-reporting. Concerns over these data quality could be mitigated through routine

linkage between surveys and more objective measures, such as biomarkers or administrative

hospital records. These measures could then be used to validate self-reported diagnoses, used

in combination with, or as an alternative control. When self-reported health events cannot be

verified in this way, researchers should exert caution and, where possible, control for objective

measures of cognitive and mental function.
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Table 1: Reporting of false negatives and false negatives, by condition

Self-reporting: Onset of condition in the last two years Onset of condition in the last two years

Hospital data: Min. one hospital visit in the last two years Min. one hospital visit in the last two years

Mapping to conditions: All IP diagnosis codes Primary IP diagnosis code only

Mean incidence False negatives False positives Mean incidence False negatives False positives

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Cancer 0.027 58.72 1.03 0.024 56.59 1.09
(0.161) (0.153)

Stroke 0.009 53.98 1.02 0.006 37.87 1.10
(0.096) (0.075)

Heart Attack 0.022 67.14 0.67 0.006 22.99 0.97
(0.148) (0.075)

Note: Mean incidence in column 1 shows the fraction of the population who had an inpatient admission in the previous two years with either the primary or secondary diagnosis recorded
as the relevant condition; mean incidence in column 4 shows the fraction with an inpatient admission in the past two years with the relevant primary diagnosis code. Standard deviation is
shown in parentheses below. A false negative is defined as when a person is recorded in hospital as having a condition, but fails to report it in ELSA. A false positive is defined as when a
person is not recorded in hospital as having a condition, but does report it in ELSA. IP denotes inpatient. In all columns, an individual is defined as self-reporting a condition if they report
the onset of the condition in the last two years. Figures reported in columns 2, 3, 5 and 6 are percentages.
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Table 2: Reporting under alternative definitions (2)

Self-reporting: Onset of condition in the previous two years

Min. one hospital visit Min. two hospital visits Min. three hospital visits Min. four hospital visits
Hospital data: in last two years in last two years in last two years in last two years

Mapping to conditions: All IP diagnosis codes All IP diagnosis codes All IP diagnosis codes All IP diagnosis codes

Mean
incidence

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Cancer 0.027 58.72 1.03 50.43 1.54 48.63 1.75 46.74 1.84
(0.161)

Stroke 0.009 53.98 1.02 54.84 1.34 51.28 1.42 54.55 1.45
(0.096)

Heart Attack 0.022 67.14 0.67 60.62 1.00 62.21 1.23 61.21 1.31
(0.148)

Note: Mean incidence shows the fraction of the population who had an inpatient admission with either the primary or secondary diagnosis recorded as the relevant condition. Standard
deviation is shown in parentheses below. A false negative is defined as when a person is recorded in hospital as having a condition, but fails to report it in ELSA. A false positive is defined
as when a person is not recorded in hospital as having a condition, but does report it in ELSA. IP and OP denote inpatient and outpatient, respectively. In all columns, an individual is
defined as self-reporting a condition if they report the onset of the condition in the last two years. Figures reported in columns 2-9 are percentages.
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Table 3: Reporting under alternative definitions (3)

Ever diagnosed Treated for cancer
Self-reporting: Onset of condition in the previous two years with the condition in past two years

Min. one hospital visit Min. two hospital visits Min. one hospital visit Min. one hospital visit
Hospital data: in last two years in last two years in last two years in last two years

Mapping to conditions: Primary IP diagnosis code Primary IP diagnosis code All IP diagnosis codes All IP diagnosis codes

Mean
incidence

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Cancer 0.024 56.59 1.09 48.97 1.63 31.41 8.88 47.76 1.68
(0.153)

Stroke 0.006 37.87 1.10 31.15 1.37 33.91 3.99 - -
(0.075)

Heart Attack 0.006 22.99 0.97 18.18 1.31 23.37 3.97 - -
(0.075)

Note: Mean incidence shows the fraction of the population who had an inpatient admission with the primary diagnosis recorded as the relevant condition. Standard deviation is shown in
parentheses below. A false negative is defined as when a person is recorded in hospital as having a condition, but fails to report it in ELSA. A false positive is defined as when a person is
not recorded in hospital as having a condition, but does report it in ELSA. IP and OP denote inpatient and outpatient, respectively. Figures reported in columns 2-9 are percentages.
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Table 4: Reporting under alternative definitions (1)

Self-reporting: Onset of condition in the previous two years

Min. one hospital visits
Hospital data: Min. one hospital visit in last two years in last three years

All IP diagnosis codes,
Mapping to conditions: All IP diagnosis codes & IP consultant specialties &

All IP diagnosis codes IP consultant specialties OP consultant specialties All IP diagnosis codes

Mean
incidence

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

False
negatives

False
positives

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Cancer 0.027 58.72 1.03 58.50 0.99 68.84 0.72 67.50 0.99
(0.161)

Stroke 0.009 53.98 1.02 59.23 1.01 84.34 0.88 60.36 0.95
(0.096)

Heart Attack 0.022 67.14 0.67 79.23 0.53 87.14 0.54 71.45 0.60
(0.148)

Note: Mean incidence shows the fraction of the population who had an inpatient admission with either the primary or secondary diagnosis recorded as the relevant condition. Standard
deviation is shown in parentheses below. A false negative is defined as when a person is recorded in hospital as having a condition, but fails to report it in ELSA. A false positive is defined
as when a person is not recorded in hospital as having a condition, but does report it in ELSA. IP and OP denote inpatient and outpatient, respectively. In all columns, an individual is
defined as self-reporting a condition if they report the onset of the condition in the last two years. Figures reported in columns 2-9 are percentages.
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Table 5: Relationship between individual characteristics and probability of reporting a false negative

False negative reported for:

Any condition Cancer Stroke Heart Attack

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

High cognitive function 0.676*** 0.818** 0.608*** 0.735** 0.798 0.822 0.854 0.954
(0.061) (0.078) (0.074) (0.097) (0.186) (0.210) (0.138) (0.158)

Age-band (ref: 50-54):
55-59 0.727 0.654 1.269 0.796

(0.346) (0.388) (1.373) (0.912)
60-64 1.041 0.607 1.962 2.471

(0.487) (0.349) (2.020) (2.820)
65-69 1.385 1.045 1.153 2.724

(0.639) (0.592) (1.153) (3.085)
70-74 1.357 0.890 1.164 3.207

(0.626) (0.503) (1.164) (3.633)
75-79 1.715 1.003 1.063 4.143

(0.793) (0.568) (1.067) (4.694)
80-84 2.064 1.891 1.252 3.513

(0.966) (1.102) (1.268) (3.979)
85+ 1.738 1.437 1.259 3.083

(0.841) (0.890) (1.317) (3.525)

Female 0.663*** 0.552*** 0.843 0.978
(0.060) (0.070) (0.176) (0.153)

In a couple 0.989 0.975 0.912 1.030
(0.099) (0.140) (0.206) (0.162)

Highly educated 1.058 1.212 0.907 0.945
(0.106) (0.166) (0.223) (0.166)

Observations 2,606 2,606 1,277 1,277 448 448 1,045 1,045

Note: All results reported are odds ratios from a logistic regression model. Robust standard errors shown in parentheses are clustered at the individual level. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p
< 0.1. A false negative is defined as when a person is recorded in hospital as having a condition, but fails to report it in ELSA. High cognitive function defined as being in the top half of
the distribution for orientation and retrospective memory (word recall) score. Highly educated is defined as having at least some higher education, or equivalent.
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Table 6: Relationship between individual characteristics and probability of reporting a false positive

False positive reported for:

Any condition Cancer Stroke Heart Attack

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

High cognitive function 0.533*** 0.753*** 0.750*** 0.997 0.321*** 0.484*** 0.617*** 0.884
(0.038) (0.057) (0.080) (0.115) (0.039) (0.064) (0.086) (0.130)

Age-band (ref: 50-54):
55-59 0.908 1.076 1.095 0.683

(0.228) (0.446) (0.639) (0.247)
60-64 1.173 1.360 1.742 0.791

(0.287) (0.539) (1.004) (0.284)
65-69 1.612** 2.021* 2.270 1.041

(0.391) (0.789) (1.307) (0.378)
70-74 1.814** 2.251** 2.896* 0.996

(0.441) (0.881) (1.668) (0.365)
75-79 2.725*** 2.739** 4.704*** 1.810*

(0.662) (1.076) (2.711) (0.643)
80-84 3.472*** 3.205*** 6.860*** 1.890*

(0.858) (1.291) (3.972) (0.715)
85+ 3.222*** 2.735** 6.449*** 1.950

(0.889) (1.260) (3.915) (0.871)

Female 0.586*** 0.484*** 0.877 0.398***
(0.044) (0.052) (0.111) (0.061)

In a couple 0.999 1.062 1.146 0.773*
(0.079) (0.123) (0.158) (0.119)

Highly educated 0.858* 0.933 0.875 0.687**
(0.069) (0.111) (0.121) (0.120)

Observations 45,832 45,832 44,557 44,557 45,386 45,386 44,785 44,785

Note: All results reported are odds ratios from a logistic regression model. Robust standard errors shown in parentheses are clustered at the individual level. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p
< 0.1. A false negative is defined as when a person is recorded in hospital as having a condition, but fails to report it in ELSA. High cognitive function defined as being in the top half of
the distribution for orientation and retrospective memory (word recall) score. Highly educated is defined as having at least some higher education, or equivalent.
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A Appendix

Table A1: Relationship between ELSA diagnosis and HES diagnosis codes

ELSA diagnosis ICD-10 codes Outpatient specialty

Heart attack I21, I22, I23, I24, I252, I258 Cardiology
Stroke G450, G451, G452, G454, G458, Neuorology

G459, G46, I6
Cancer C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, Oncology

C91, C92, C93, C94, C95, C96, C97

Notes: (1) Codes are taken from ‘Understanding HSMRs: A toolkit on Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratios’,
De. Foster Intelligence, Version 9 (July 2014); (2) The ELSA documentation specifies that heart attack also
includes coronary thrombosis (ICD10 code I24).
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